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TAXONOMY AND SYSTEMATICS 
 

TAXONOMY 
 

The literal meaning of the term taxonomy is lawful arrangement or arrangement by 
rules of things (Greek – taxis = arrangement, nomus = law or rules). Thus plant taxonomy 
means classification of plants following certain rules or principles. It was introduced to plant 
science by      A. P de Candolle in 1813 which means the theory of plant classification. 

 
       

             
 

Taxonomic  fundamental  by  Radford  1974 
 

 
AIMS  OF TAXONOMY 
 
There is two main approaches 
1. The empirical approach – based or practical experience, observation of facts. 
2. The interpretative approach – The classification which can interpret the evolution of a 

taxon. 

 Provide  a convenient method of identification and communication. 

 Provide  classification based on natural attributes of organism. 

 To detect evolution. 

 To known the diversity. 
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FUNCTION OF TAXONOMY 
  

The three function of taxonomy namely is identification, nomenclature and classification.   
 

1. Identification – is determination of similarities and/or dissimilarities between two 
element. Correct determination of a taxon is a prerequisites for any study. 

2. Nomenclature – After identification certain name has to be given to a taxon. Carolus 
Linnaeus proposed the binomial  system of nomenclature in 1753. According to which 
genus first then followed by specific epithet. Epithet is word used to describe something 
or characteristic which distinguished it from other. 

3. Classification – is the arrangement of botanical groups according, to position and rank. 
Classification may be artificial, phenetic , phylogenetic etc. 

            

 
SYSTEMATICS 
 

            Andrew Sugden (1986) defined taxonomy as the science of classification and 
relationship of organisms and systematic as " the part of classification that involves the 
arrangement of organisms into related group" 
           According to Jones and Luchsinger (1987) systematic in the study of diversity of plants 
and there identification, naming class and evolution, while taxonomy is restricted to the 
study of classification. 
                                                    
             However the terms taxonomy and systematic have been so loosely and 
interchangeably used in the part that to establish a proper  delineation between the two is 
extremely difficult but in present text, the two terms are used synonymously and deals with 
the study of classification. 
          
             Radford (1986) defined systematic as the study of phenotypic,  genetic and 
phylogenetic  relationship among taxa. He also mentioned its essential qualities 

(i) Fundamental point of view – Study of the nature causes, patterns and trends in 
variation among  taxa. 

(ii) Structural point of view – Study of the basic taxonomic components and evolution. 
(iii) Functional point of view – Study of characters from many fields for establishing 

relationship among  taxa. 
(iv)  Development  point of view – Study variation among taxa for the determination of 

character correlation and relationships. 
(v) Theoretical point of view – Based on the idea that due to great diversity some 

discontinuous described and named on the basis of evolution. 
(vi) Philosophical  point of view – An ever evolving and unending field for understanding 

taxonomic and evolutionary processes, principles and concepts. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT TAXONOMY 
 
Phase – I   
 

Theophrastus 370 – 285 BC – The father of botany. He classified only about 480 taxa. 
Using primarily the most obvious characters of gross morphology (trees, shrubs, sub shrubs, 
herbs) and successively more and more crytic features. Several of the names which 
Theophrastes used in his De Historia  Plantarum were later adopted by Linnaeus  is his 
Genera Plantarum and are thus still used in the same sense today. 
    
Phase – II   The Herbalists 
 

In those days botany was virtually synonymous with herbalism the study of plants in 
relation to their value to man particularly as food and medicines and herbalists dominated 
the 16th century botanical world. An excellent general account of herbals is given by Arber. 
 
Phase – III   The early Taxonomists 
 

Towards the 17th century plants began to be the focus of attention of a number of 
scientists for their intrinsic interest rather than for their nutritive or medicinal value. The 
book which these botanists produced marked an important step forward in plant 
classification.  A. Caesalpine (1519-1603) an Italian has been called the first plant 
taxonomists. His book, De Plantis (1583) classified about 1500 5ps. Mainly on the basis of 
growth – habit, fruit and seed form, but it also utilized a whole series of floral and 
vegetative characters. Thus his arrangement resembled the crude classification of 
Theophrastus rather than the artificial system of the herbalists. Caesalpino using a priori, 
gave prominence to characters of functional significance especially  those concerned with 
reproduction. 
 
Phase – IV   Linnaeus and has apostles  
 

Linnaeus founder of modern taxonomy, both of plants and of animals and the 
system of monenclature which we employ today is essentially his Genera Plantarum (1737) 
and Species Plantarum (1753) are two most important works. In both of these works 
Linnaeus classified plants according to his artificial 'Sexual system'. 
 
Phase – V   Post – Linnaean  Natural system 
 

The foundation of the modern families comes mainly, however from the work of 
French taxonomists in the latter part of the 18th century notably M. Adanson  (1727–1829 ), 
A. L. de Jussieu (1748-1836) and J. de Lamarch (1744-1829) who never followed the sexual 
system. They believed in the idea that in classification one should use a great range of 
characters covering all aspects of the plant and without placing greater emphasis on some 
than  on  other.  This  is called an   emphirical  approach.    Other   works  were       that        of          
W. Hofmeister,  A. J. A. Bonpland,  A. P. de Candolle,  Benthan and Hooker,   J. Lindle. 
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Phase – VI    Post Darwinian Phylogenetic System 
 

The rediscovery of G. Mendel's laws of inheritance in 1900 and the development of 
the modern theory of chromosomes at about the same time led to the desire for 
phylogenetic classification. Many attempts have been made to produce such systems the 
aim being to construct a sequence starting  with the most primitive or least specialized and 
to ensure that each taxon recognized is monophyletic, has arisen by the diversification of a 
single ancestor as opposed to polyphyletic arising from more than one ancestral group. The 
earliest phylogenetic classification  of plants is that of A. W. Eichler (1839-1889). Eichlers  
classification formed the basis of that of the great German systematist,  H.G..A Engler(1844-
1930) who dominated the  plant   taxonomic   world  at  the  turn   of  the   20th century.    
Die Naturlichen Pflanzenfamilien  in the latest  monograph  to  generic   level (E&P 1931). 
C.E Bessay (1845-1915) & H.Hailier (1868-1932) since than a great number of classifications 
have been proposed after differing only in small degree from previous one – all following 
the scheme  outlined by Eichler-Engler system or the Hallier – Bessey system. Authors 
responsible  for Eichler-Engler based schemes  included –   E.Warming  1895, R.V.Wettstein 
(1911).  Rendle, while Hallier Bessey  based  system included  J. Hutchinson (1926-1934), 
A.L. Takhtajan(1943),  A. Cronquist (1957) etc. 
 
Phase – VII   Modern Phenetic Methods 
 

 R.H.A. Sneath and R. R. Sokal led to a new methodology  in classification. The 
methods and concepts of numerical taxonomy followed the principles of phenetic 
classification rather than phylogenetic one. 
 
Phase – VIII    Modern Phylogentic methods (Cladistic by W.H. Wagners) 
 

Cladistics is basically a methodology that attempt to analyse phylogenetic data 
objectively and hence to produce an objective phylogenetic classification, in a manner 
parallel to that in which taxometrics seeks to introduce objectivity into phenetics  and 
phenetic classification.   


